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CYCLICALITY OF FISCAL POLICY IN ISRAEL

MICHEL STRAWCZYNSKI * AND JOSEPH ZEIRA**

This paper tests the cyclicality of fiscal policy in Israel. We find that 
government deficits are mildly counter-cyclical, mainly in recessions. 
Expenditures, and in particular, public investment, are pro-cyclical. However, 
we find that both the government deficit and expenditures have become more 
counter-cyclical after 1985, a period that is characterized by improved fiscal 
discipline, following the Economic Stabilization Program. We interpret this 
result as an indication that Israel is nowadays in a transition from pro-cyclical 
fiscal policy, as in many developing countries, to counter-cyclical fiscal 
policy, as is more common in developed countries. 

"The state production enterprises are urged to prepare yearly building programs for ten 
years in advance. They are asked to have at all times technical and economic plans, ready 
for speedy action. The idea is that next crisis we shall not be caught unawares. The 
blueprints shall be at hand, the measures shall be decided upon in advance, and the 
government shall have only to press the button to set the machinery in motion. Meantime, 
state investment, which had already been planned and decided upon, was stopped during 
the boom period."
Gunnar Myrdal (at the annual meeting of the American Economic Association, March 1939) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper examines the cyclicality of fiscal policy in Israel. Recent studies have shown 
that in developed countries fiscal policy tends to be counter-cyclical, while in less 
developed countries fiscal policy is much more pro-cyclical. These studies measure 
cyclicality in a uniform method, that when applied to Israel it shows that fiscal policy in 
Israel is highly pro-cyclical.1 This paper claims that this finding can change significantly if 
we take into consideration three elements. First, the measured strong pro-cyclicality 
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1 Alessina and Tabelini even take out Israel from their study as it is an outlier in its pro-cyclicality in their 
measures.





               



  

              









            

          

        



   

            

        

           

             

              
            







         

           

           





             

                



   



           

           

          





              




             

 





   





 



              



               

       

             

     





            

 





 

            
             

    





            

             







           

            



          





           

             












 



            



          



            

            

          

    



          



             










   

       

         



           

      

            



               





 

   

            



           

       







              

            

           



   

             





          

        

             

          











             

              

             










                 






                

 

               

           

         

             

              





 





              

      

  

          

        

          







                 












   





           



               

          











               



           








 

               

              



           













   

               

          

 






 

               






 





     

 

  

       

             

            

              

           

           






           

           

        

            

            

          

             

             



              



  



   





   



              

        



             

         



       











           

              
         



 



              







        





 

      



          

             



  

               





 

              

         








 






 


     

 























        


   

















    





  


    














    














    














     











      








       


        

        



             

              



    

            







            



            

             



            

        





   




      

      

 

















  





  

  





  

  





  

  





  

     





  





  

     





   


  


      

      

        





             



           



            









             



            





            



          





   

              

             



              

 





 

   

  

         












    



 











  





  








   





    

    



              






   

              

 





    

           

 






 

      

 





 

 














 














  











  














   


  

    


 




    


      


      

      

     

   














      



              



               

     





            

             

    

           

           







          










   

               

      

     



  



    

        

  



   



          





    



   

           



      



               



               







   



   






   



 


  



 


  

           



 

 



              



 



















 




















       

   



 

              

            





        





               



              








     

        

        

 





 





 





       


 





 





 





    





  


    





 





    





 





    





 





    





 


    





 


    





 


        
        



   





            

      

             

         





            

          





            



   

             


            





 






            

           



       





             







              







        



             

        



              




 















    

 











 











 


  

 


  

 


  

 


  

 





 

 





 

   





   





   





    

    



   





         





             

              

             

           



         

         



             



 


         



             

              

    

  

          













        





          

             







 

           







          


        



   



      



          







            







    





          










